NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

JAGUAR

GENERIC

WIZARD or SORCERER

YUCATEC MAYA

IX

JAGUAR / SORCERER ? / EARTH GOD ?

QUICHE MAYA

I'X / BALAM

JAGUARTHROAT / JAGUAR (JAGUAR NIGHT SUN)

MIXTEC

CUINE

FELINE

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

OCELOTL

JAGUAR

ZAPOTEC

LACHE

JAGUAR

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
jaguar (as powerful spirit on Earth)

GENERIC

MODERN

dots

jaguar spots (representing the ability to appear and disappear at will)

dots

stars in the night sky

dots

wormhole-like openings through which consciousness can move in & out of dimensions

oval

consciousness which can travel at will on behalf of spirit / transdimensional object as expression of the Oversoul

jaguar spots

MAYA

3 large dots

the Three Hearthstones of Creation

AZTEC

head of jaguar or ocelot

MIXTEC

head of jaguar

MIXTEC VARIANT

jaguar-priest or jaguar-ruler

ZAPOTEC

head of jaguar

CORRESPONDENCE
DIRECTION

NORTH

ELEMENT

WATER / EARTH

MORPHOTYPE

spot / tunnel

COLOR

opalescent / irridescent

HARMONY

melody

NATURE

darkness

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

jaguar

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

cheek

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Pluto (Scorpio) / Chiron / Mercury (Gemini) / Jupiter (Sagitarius) / Uranus (Aquarius)

ESSENCE
Jaguar (as balance between powerful spirit and powerful Earth) / interplay of the spirit world with the physical dimensions of Earth / Feline Energy
soul of the Earth, Spirit of Mother Earth [see also IMIX] / raw animal vitality
Jaguar Sun or Night Sun (Lord and Master of Darkness - underworld source of transformative power [see also AK'BAL] /
Nahual (guiding power of transformation) [see also IK', BEN]

Wizard, Sorcerer, Night Seer (a mind aligned with spirit, which can therefore practice magic) / Initiator into the Mysteries
Magical Powers (sensing & shaping the subtle, unseen forces that flow through the world) /
night vision / navigation through the dark / inner knowing [see also CHIKCHAN, MULUK, OK, KIB]

interdimensionality of the universe and the supernatural [see also AK'BAL] / porousness of the membrane between realms
ability to go through the Hole between the Worlds (boundary between physical and metaphysical realms) / moving with silent ease through dimensions
Free-Moving Spirit that chooses to attach itself to form or not / detachment from physical form

using & manifesting form in the most effective & appropriate way, allowing spirit to work through it
Shapeshifter (one who can change masks or take on various metaphorical forms at will) [see also CHUWEN]
ability to blend with its surroundings and become invisible or non-existent

MANIFESTATION

spiritual or religious potency / priesthood
the occult, the unseen, the mysterious [see also AK'BAL]
initiation into mysteries of lineage, use of symbols & metaphors, invocation & evocation of archetypal energies [see also AK'BAL, MANIK', OK]
sacred geometry & sacred architecture / geomancy / astrology / alchemy / esoteric knowledge
shamanism, witchcraft, mystic healing / natural medicine

initiation / rite of passage [see also MANIK'] / ordination, consecration / installation into office
magic / psycho-spiritual journey [see also AK'BAL, OK]

supernatural / transdimensional, multidimensional / shape shifting / dream work / UFO phenomena [see also AK'BAL, MANIK']
shape shifting (such as appearing a different person to different people) / acting, role playing / disappearing & reappearing
disengagement and reengagement at will / disengagement from self-identity

privacy & secretiveness vs stalking, spying, undercover operations / investigation / curiosity
operating in silence & darkness, with stealth & cunning / invisibility, unnoticed / predatory activity

astuteness / mental acuity
powerful intuition [see also MULUK] / heightened sensitivity & receptivity [see also CHIKCHAN] / powerful perception & observation
inner knowing [see also OK, KIB]
psychic power [see also MULUK, KIB]
attention as focused awareness [see also MULUK]
mind expansion / altered states of consciousness, trance states [see also AK'BAL]

therapy and in particular psychotherapy / psychological inquiry / exploration of the human condition / counseling / quest for wholeness [see also AK'BAL]
wounds from the personal or collective past
confession & cleansing [see also KIB]
sexual exploration, sexual taboos [see also CHIKCHAN]
complex entanglements with others [see also K'AN]

complex or strategic planning (e.g. in war, business ventures, ...) / acumen
control of information / secrecy
integrity vs manipulation

seat of power / posturing for power
guardianship / protection of high ranking individuals / protection of indigenous communities

enchantment
opalescence, iridescence, translucence / spots

labyrinth, maze / puzzle
hole between the worlds / energy portal

SHADOW
issues of integrity (with oneself or others) / issues of willfulness & the misuse of will / will or mind out of alignment
issues of control & personal power (stemming from the desire or need for approval, recognition, status) vs self-empowerment
inappropriate behavior stemming from the Seven Sins (pride, ambition, envy, deceit, crime, ingratitude, ignorance) [see also OK]
hunger for power
passive aggressive behavior / manipulation / deception
black magic

overvaluing the intellect / overintellectualization [see also EB]

deep wounds of the past generating pain, anger, or betrayal [see also OK]

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Tlazolteotl: goddess of both sin and purification (consumer of human evil, to whom sins are confessed and forgiven) (Lady of Filth) [Aztec]

MYTHOLOGY

Tezcatlipoca [Aztec] [see also AK'BAL, BEN, MEN, KABAN, ETZ'NAB]/ dark lord [modern fantasy]

OTHER

wisdom wand (representing wisdom in the use of will)

SYMBOL

all-seeing Eye of Horus [Egyptian]

CONCEPT

Nahual (guiding power of transformation)

OTHER

sacred space, sacred site, power spot / altar, ceremonial center

ARCHETYPE

Wizard, Sorcerer, Witch, ...

FAUNA

jaguar [see also AK'BAL] and other felines

ARCHETYPE

Jaguar Warrior [South America] / Jaguar Knight [Mesoamerica]

MYTHOLOGY

vampires, werewolves, ...

CELESTIAL

new moon & full moon

CONCEPT

wormhole

